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Abstract

Decision-making in flood risk management is increasingly dependent on access to data, with

the availability of data increasing dramatically in recent years. We are therefore moving towards

an era of big data, with the added challenges that, in this area, data sources are highly het-

erogeneous, at a variety of scales, and include a mix of structured and unstructured data. The

key requirement is therefore one of integration and subsequent analyses of this complex web of

data. This paper examines the potential of a data-driven approach to support decision-making

in flood risk management, with the goal of investigating a suitable software architecture and

associated set of techniques to support a more data-centric approach. The key contribution of

the paper is a cloud-based data hypercube that achieves the desired level of integration of highly

complex data. This hypercube builds on innovations in cloud services for data storage, semantic

enrichment and querying, and also features the use of notebook technologies to support open

and collaborative scenario analyses in support of decision making. The paper also highlights

the success of our agile methodology in weaving together cross-disciplinary perspectives and in

engaging a wide range of stakeholders in exploring possible technological futures for flood risk

management.

Keywords: big data, cloud computing, data hypercube, data science, flexible querying, semantic

web, uncertainty.
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1 Introduction

Flood risk management (FRM) is an increasingly important topic as societies around the world

are faced with a significant rise in the number of extreme events (Beniston and Stephenson, 2004;

Jongman et al., 2012). Data are a fundamental part of FRM, however recently there has been an

explosion in the availability of heterogeneous data, with the volume, variety and quality of data

increasing all the time. The end result is a complex web of highly heterogeneous structured and

unstructured data, often at different scales and with different levels of veracity.

This paper examines the potential of a data-driven approach to support decision making in FRM.

The overall goal of the paper is to investigate a suitable software architecture to support this new

approach, starting from the premise that cloud computing has the appropriate elastic capacity and

associated supporting services to facilitate such an approach. Specifically, the paper addresses the

following key challenges:

1. Identifying appropriate data representation techniques to capture and integrate highly het-

erogeneous data (referred to as a hypercube of FRM data);

2. Identifying appropriate means to support discovering, navigating and querying complex struc-

tures;

3. Making uncertainty explicit and providing a conceptual framework to reason about uncer-

tainty;

4. Supporting a more open and collaborative style of science and decision making building on a

more data-driven approach.

We aim to address the need for integrated risk modelling frameworks that consider all aspects of

flooding. The work is inspired by discussion of integrated risk modelling and data analysis in the UKs

recent National Flood Resilience Review (NFRR) (Her Majesty’s Government, 2016; Tawn et al., 2018)

and international efforts to identify and understand disaster risk through better integration of mod-

els and data (World Bank, 2016). As seen in Figure 1, the NFRR showed that the current approach

of integrated modelling for flood risk is disjointed with the dynamical and statistical pathways exist-

ing independently of one another. Being able to consider both pathways concurrently clearly leads

to a better informed understanding of all flood risks. However, the development of an over-arching

integrated modelling framework is a major challenge.

Implicit in this is the uniting of the two pathways, that is, process modelling and statistical

modelling. This is a major task, and beyond the scope of this paper. For the purposes of the paper,

we assume a data-centric view where we have access to the inputs, outputs and specifications of

process models and statistical models alongside other sources of data.

This is also a major cross-disciplinary challenge requiring input from (amongst others) computer

scientists, data scientists, and expertise associated with FRM. FRM in itself also incorporates many
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Figure 1: Schematic showing the key elements of an integrated flood risk approach. Image is taken

from the National Flood Resilience Review.

different disciplines all of whom communicate in a variety of differing languages. These challenges

need to be overcome if the ambitions of various national and international strategies are to be

achieved (Environment Agency, 2019; Welsh Government, 2019; The World Bank, 2018).

The research method we have chosen is specifically designed to support the necessary cross-

disciplinary dialogues. Traditionally, the commissioning of large and complex software projects

would involve establishing the requirements at the start of the project before entering a (lengthy)

design and implementation phase with the requirements reviewed on delivery (Boehm, 1988). Our

approach is to work in a more agile way to allow for an ongoing dialogue between the various

collaborators and disciplines as an intrinsic part of the process. To scope the study and provide

a baseline for comparison, we took an existing project in FRM implemented using traditional

structures and re-engineered the approach using our proposed new software architecture. We then

evaluated the approach against the overall goal and associated challenges as described above, taking
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input from partners representing different stakeholders and disciplinary backgrounds.

The paper is structured as follows, Section 2 reviews the current state of data and modelling

with the FRM sector with Section 3 building on this to describe future visions for the sector and

introducing our proposed hypercube approach. The approach is applied in Section 4 through a

specific case study. Section 5 includes evaluation of the ideas, details on how to transfer these

prototypes into data-driven decision-support for FRM and the barriers that need to be overcome

in order for these methods to become operational.

2 Data and modelling in Flood Risk Management

2.1 Drivers for risk analysis

A risk-based approach recognises that uncertainty is a fundamental problem in planning for and

responding to flooding (Beven and Hall, 2014). Statements about the risk of flooding can be

interpreted as attempts to describe the probability of floods occurring, or reflect the distribution

of potential consequences incurred as a result of flooding. The concept of FRM acknowledges

that, given uncertainties about climate, weather, hydrological processes and human interventions,

it may not be possible to eliminate the risk of flooding entirely (Fleming, 2002; Alfieri et al.,

2016). Rather, risk management involves seeking an understanding of both the probability and

consequences of flood events, and the residual risk that remains after accounting for mitigation

measures (such as flood defences). Very often, the goal of the analysis may be characterised as

enabling rational, proportionate decisions to be made about mitigating the risk. A conceptual

framework for risk analysis distinguishes between the hazard (the physical sources of the risk),

the vulnerability of physical, social and environmental systems that are exposed to the hazard,

and the consequential impacts. Different flavours of this model often co-exist, such as the source-

pathway-receptor concept (Holdgate, 1980; Samuels, 2009) or the hazard-vulnerability-loss concept

commonly used by the insurance sector in modelling natural hazards (Mitchell-Wallace et al., 2017).

No matter how it is conceptualised, the risk analysis may have to be implemented and applied at

multiple scales, and within complex social, economic, fiscal and political contexts (UNISDR, 2015).

2.2 Scale and context

The multiple scales and drivers for flood risk analysis make it hard to achieve a unified, coherent view

of risk. For example, in many territories, local detailed models are applied in support of decisions

about flood defence design or flood warning systems at the scale of an individual community. On

the other hand, regional, state, national or even supra-national decision-making may require flood

risk analysis at a much larger scale of aggregation. Although it is appealing to build the larger

scale analysis up from local studies, there will inevitably be a patchwork of different models, with

gaps, reflecting different priorities and levels of detail, which may not be easy to aggregate to a
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larger scale. This is a current topic of discussion within the community (Environment Agency,

2018c). Similar issues arise in the treatment of time. Models and data sets applied for short-term

predictions need to meet different priorities (e.g. operational speed and robustness, integration with

real-time data feeds) than those developed to assess very long-term risk (where flexibility to test

what-if scenarios or generate a wide array of output risk metrics may be more prominent).

Layered onto this mosaic of different modelling and data priorities are the organisational struc-

tures associated with FRM in a given territory. A mixture of public agencies and private enterprises

may be involved in creating, using and maintaining models and data sets. Differing priorities lead to

the fragmentation in approaches to modelling and data; for example, in the UK, different modelling

approaches are applied to predict national patterns of river flow over the next 7 days (Environment

Agency, 2018e) and to simulate national patterns of runoff for potential extreme rainfall scenarios to

support planning decisions (Environment Agency, 2018d). While our analysis is largely informed by

a United Kingdom perspective, and more specifically FRM in England, the value chains associated

with flood risk models and data share many similarities in other countries; see NFRR, Annexe 10

(Her Majesty’s Government, 2016), for a comparison between England, France, the Netherlands,

Australia, Japan and the USA.

2.3 Technical approaches

There is a strong tradition of process-based modelling in FRM, with conceptual rainfall-runoff

models embedded within systems developed for short-term flood warning (Beven, 2007; Environment

Agency, 2018e; Kauffeldt et al., 2016; NERC CEH, 2019). Prediction of flood depths and extents

has centred on hydraulic models, that have evolved from spatially one-dimensional channel models

based on either energy or momentum equations (Brunner, 1995; US Army Corps of Engineers, 2016)

to the spatially two-dimensional, dynamic models based on the Shallow Water Equations that are

now routinely applied (Hunter et al., 2007; Environment Agency, 2013). In some situations, 3D

Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling is also being applied in FRM, although this is yet to be

cost effective as a baseline approach (Teng et al., 2017). Alternatives also include more data based

methods such as PDM (Probability Distributed Model) for flood forecasting (Moore, 2007).

Alongside the use of physically-based models, FRM has long taken advantage of an understanding

of the statistics of extremes (Benson, 1968; Gumbel, 1958), which enables mathematically and

scientifically justified extrapolation from observable data to consider more extreme scenarios, as

required for a robust risk analysis. Equally there are good practices in utilising and managing data

sets, with carefully maintained and curated long term hydrometric records (NERC CEH, 2018; US

Geological Survey, 2016; Grand River Conservation Authority, 2016) being crucial resources, and a

particular focus on establishing credible data around extremes.

However, the emergence of disruptive concepts and technologies such as cloud computing and

data science are prompting questions about how best to exploit such developments to make sense
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of complex, heterogeneous information about flooding (Demir and Krajewski, 2013). There is

a growing recognition of the importance of new types of data in future flood risk assessments

(Environment Agency, 2018c). There remains a significant gap in both the literature and practice

as to how this can and should be achieved including how to combine process-driven and data-driven

paradigms.

3 Vision for a Data-centric Approach for Flood Risk Management

3.1 Agile research methodology

As mentioned in Section 1, we adopt an agile approach as the core methodology underpinning the

research. Agile is an umbrella term for a range of practices that embrace the values and principles

expressed in the Manifesto for Agile Software Development1. This results in set of agile methods

that iterate towards a solution through ”early and continuous delivery” of software, and that are

intrinsically reflective throughout. While generally used in software development, we are using agile

as a research methodology in exploring different software architectures for future FRM (Ferrario

et al., 2013, 2016). The agile process started with a workshop, which brought together the research

team and stakeholders with additional thought leaders from the flood sector2. This workshop

produced four key outputs:

1. a strong consensus on the need for a more data driven approach;

2. the identification of the key elements underpinning such a data-centric approach;

3. the construction of a community of researchers and stakeholders as required to progress with

an agile approach;

4. a set of user stories (storyboards) as input into the subsequent software development process.

This then fed into an iterative, agile process involving the rapid development of software prototypes

and various mechanisms to achieve community feedback including monthly show-and-tells and more

intensive sessions with smaller selected groups. The results were then presented in a follow up

workshop, with this validating the results and establishing pathways to take the work forward.

3.2 The role of storyboards

Storyboards are a commonly adopted practice within the software development community (Cohn,

2004) and provide a representative picture of the specific challenges and perspectives for stakeholders

within a particular domain. The storyboard generated from the workshop is presented in Table 1.

This storyboard played a special role in our agile methodology in providing both the initial input

1http://agilemanifesto.org/
2https://www.ensembleprojects.org/
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into the iterative development process and the means of evaluation for the eventual prototypes

(De Nicola and Navigli, 2009). To add richness to the storyboard, it was considered from the

perspectives of two key personas: from the perspective of a data scientist, Alicia, looking to make

sense of the underlying (inevitably complex and heterogeneous) data, and from the perspective of a

flood risk manager, Bashir, seeking to make decisions based on the available data and its analyses.

Note that in practice a number of stories emerged from the workshop but for ease of presentation

these have been consolidated into this one storyboard.

Perspectives

Data scientist Flood Risk Manager

Our data scientist, Alicia, is researching the impacts of

flooding in Newark and wants to access and query multi-

ple data sets regarding different facets of the environment

to seek trends and causality. Her key requirement is to

have a single repository that integrates structured and

unstructured information and includes meta data such

as provenance so she can make appropriate data selec-

tion, and use tools and methods that account for the

contextual information.

In her work, she becomes frustrated by missing data and

wants this to be explicit so that she can take remedial ac-

tions in her analyses. She also notes inconsistencies when

looking at flooding impacts at different scales, in particu-

lar the local data and associated data on national trends

in response to extreme events. As a data scientist, she

wants to consolidate these views and reach well-informed

conclusions about the impact of flood events.

Our flood risk manager, Bashir, has important decisions

to make regarding investments in Newark following a

flood event. Bashir has to account for his decisions to

stakeholders including local residents, but he is mindful

that local flood groups sometimes mistrust data, believ-

ing it is partial, omitting their experiential accounts of

flood impact. Consequently he is keen to include detailed

local assessments in his evaluation and decision making.

Local Environment Agency reports are particularly help-

ful to resolve this uncertainty as they include actual flood

level measurements related to the flood event.

Following lobbying from the local business community,

Bashir has a particular concern for the way small, inde-

pendent businesses were affected, and wants to explore

this dimension of the data. Bashir wants to learn from ex-

periences in other catchments that have dealt with com-

parable events with intense rainfall. He’s interested in the

effectiveness of different defence intervention strategies

and alternative natural flood management approaches

and to use this knowledge to assist future decision mak-

ing.

Bashir needs to be able to communicate his findings to

audiences with different interests and competencies. He

wants to be able to present the outputs of his Environ-

mental Risk Assessment as place based visualisations,

which allow the data to be observed at different scales.

This involves zooming in on particular properties and

showing comparative visualisations of the impact of dif-

ferent management strategies on the wider community.

It is important that he is able to do this in a transpar-

ent manner that makes visible missing data, uncertainties

and inconsistencies.

Table 1: Storyboard from the perspectives of a data scientist and a flood risk manager.
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Looking more closely at our storyboard, both Alicia and Bashir want to be able to systemically

query all available data on a single platform using a single tool. This would enable them both to

have the potential to use all of the available data efficiently. In particular, Alicia wants to be able

to compare and assess a number of different models in their ability to represent the Newark flood

event. She is particularly interested in using the most complete data sets. This can conflict with

the wishes of clients, who want a nationally consistent approach, but Alicia hopes to convince them

of the value of a more detailed local approach. Bashir wants to be able to construct pictures of

flood risk quickly and accessibly in order to communicate the impact of flood events and alternative

management strategies.

Further analysis of the storyboard led to the following key insights: i) the key enabler is to

achieve a strong level of integration across highly heterogeneous data; ii) it is necessary to support

multiple perspectives over this data, as different actors and stakeholders require different things; iii)

transparency is crucial in the subsequent decision-making process. These three insights provided the

high-level requirements to seed the subsequent agile process, leading to the (iterative) development

of our demonstrator.

3.3 A story-led demonstrator

The key output of the agile process is the development of a story-led demonstrator to allow ex-

ploration of the added value of a data-driven approach to support decision making in FRM. The

architecture of this demonstrator is shown in Figure 2. The architecture takes the form of a concep-

tual stack consisting of multiple levels, with the diagram also showing the technologies that can be

used to implement each level and the associated benefits for stakeholders and users of the system.

At the lowest level in the stack, we have the underlying cloud storage service. The major trend

in cloud computing is to move towards offering a heterogeneous set of relatively primitive storage

services. Most cloud providers offer variants of traditional networked file stores, block stores (that

is underlying fixed size blocks of data), or more sophisticated object stores that contain name-

value pairs, where the name is an arbitrary index to identify and locate an object and the value

is of arbitrary length and content and could be of any type such as image, video, raw data and

so on. These options can be used to capture unstructured data, that is data that does not have

a pre-defined data model (cf. schema). Many cloud providers will also offer abstractions for more

structured data, often in the form of tables, viewed as more efficient and scalable compared to

full relational capability (cf. NoSQL). Some providers will also offer relational databases, at least

partially for legacy reasons. The advantages of cloud-based solutions are that they bring all this

data, structured and unstructured, together in one place, and that the cloud provider ensures

reliability and scalability. There is as yet no integration across the different data sources.

The next level up is our model service, supporting the execution of both data/statistical and

process models. In practice, we focused on data model support using a combination of R and Python
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Story-Led Demonstrator

Conceptual Stack Key BenefitsTechnologies

User Interface

Query

Semantic Enrichment

Model Service

Data Storage

Notebook technologies 
e.g. Jupyter notebooks  
Bespoke apps and portals
e.g. Shiny Apps

Technologies for queries:
e.g. SPARQL for 
heterogeneous data
e.g. GeoSPARQL for 
  geospatial data 

Semantic Web 
technologies:
e.g. RDF, RDFS/OWL to link 
  and enrich data
e.g. GraphDB or Virtuoso as
semantic database engines

Model services: 
e.g. Data models using R, 
  Python and libraries

Cloud storage services:
e.g. block stores, file stores 
and object stores

Supports open and transparent 
science, reproducibility, 
collaboration and integration

Arbitrary 'slices' through 
hypercube
Interrogatation of data from 
multiple perspectives

Integration through semantic 
model
Semantic reasoning over data
Support for provenance

Open data
Bringing together of 
heterogeneous data sources
- structured and unstructured
Identify missing data 

Models on demand
Reproducibility
Support for integrated modelling

Figure 2: Story-led demonstrator mapping technologies to key benefits these technologies would

illustrate for the flood risk management sector.

and associated libraries. For process models, we stored model outputs as data in the underlying

data store. Bringing together models in the cloud facilitates open, transparent and reproducible

science and paves the way for integrated modelling (Simm et al., 2018).

The next layer up is core to constructing the hypercube (see below), achieving the necessary

integration and semantic enrichment. This is achieved through the use of Semantic Web technologies

to decorate and semantically enrich the data and support rich, flexible queries over the resultant

integrated, linked web of data. In practice, we used the technologies of RDF and RDFS/OWL to

represent the semantically enriched data and provide a linked data solution. We also experimented

with two contrasting database engines to implement the hypercube, namely GraphDB and Virtuoso

(the former being a graph database and the latter being a hybrid, multi-model data store embracing

both SQL and NoSQL approaches).
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Layered on top of this, we offer querying facilities through the emerging standard SPARQL

enabling rich queries from a variety of perspectives, for example finding all available data around a

specific flood event and location, or discovering the financial impact on small businesses in a given

region. We also experimented an extension to SPARQL, GeoSPARQL supporting the interrogation

of geospatial data. This allows different stakeholders to make arbitrary queries on the underlying

data, for example to discover how small businesses were impacted by a particular flood event, or

how bringing together all the available data about this particular flood to assess more accurately

the nature of the flood and its impacts. We can effectively examine the hypercube from a wide

range of different perspectives.

Finally, the top level of the stack uses notebook technology, and in particular Jupyter notebooks,

a user interface that intrinsically supports openness, sharing, collaboration and reproducibility.

This enables the users to present different scenarios, reports and investigations to a variety of

stakeholders. The architecture also enables the development of more specialist interfaces using

technologies such as Shiny Apps or general web interfaces/ portals (Hunter et al., 2018). Note that

Jupyter readily supports all the underlying technologies used in the layers below.

3.4 Defining flood events as a n-dimensional hypercube

Within FRM, data are rich and multidimensional. For example sources include flood source data

(surface, sewer, fluvial, groundwater, coastal, reservoir, etc), spatial data (pathways and hazard),

temporal data (past, real-time, forecast), probability domain (to fully describe risk), defence asset

and fragility data (pathways), receptor data (properties, people, infrastructure), vulnerability data

(people, property resilience), impact data and qualitative data. There has also been a proliferation

of statistical and process data generated from a range of sources which have the potential to support

the decision-making processes for FRM. Typically, these sources are held by different organisations,

in different formats/structures, at different locations, and the data, which have been collected for

multiple purposes, have varying resolutions, and temporal and geographical dimensions. Computing

techniques such as cloud computing can be used to bring together disparate data sources in flexible

ways to accommodate live and constantly updating data streams, as well as the addition of new

data as and when they become available. Such an approach can also embrace model outputs

as additional data sources, with the potential to run models on demand to fill in gaps. Cloud

computing has the additional advantage of offering large-scale and on-demand (elastic) capacity

to support this integration, in terms of storage and processing. The end result of the data-centric

approach described above is a complex web of both structured (for example observational weather

data) and unstructured data (for example data from post event flood reports) that can be referred

to as an n-dimensional hypercube, capturing this vast range of factors that can be used to define a

flood event (as illustrated in Figure 3).

A specific instance of the knowledge graph represented by the hypercube concept can be imagined
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Figure 3: The concept of a data hypercube for a flood event.

for a real or simulated flood event. Here, we illustrate the idea for the floods of Autumn and Winter

2000 across the UK in Figure 4. Information shown in black text represents data that was available

during or soon after the event. The text in red represents information that became available later,

capturing research that added to our knowledge and understanding of the event. In particular, this

includes research about the influence of climate change on the floods in 2000, which could not be

quantified at the time but has since been assessed through event attribution studies (Kay et al.,

2011). Also shown is an example of how the knowledge in the hypercube can continue to grow; here

by the future addition of estimates of economic cost, based on a methodology that was developed

after subsequent flood events (Environment Agency, 2018b). The knowledge embedded within the

example is real, but is shown for illustration of the concept and represents only a subset of the data

and metadata that could be included in a full implementation.

3.5 Integration of different data sources

Through thinking of flood events as a n-dimensional hypercube, it allows us to integrate together

both structured and unstructured data, representing different scales and time series to provide

the richest picture of a flood event. Once we can assimilate heterogeneous data within models,

it becomes feasible to introduce data sets that would previously have been incompatible with the
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Kay et al. 2011 (DOI:10.1016/j.jhydrol.2011.06.006)

Antecedent conditions: DJFMM 1999-2000 wetter than 

average (England & Wales)

SMD low, groundwater levels high in 2000

Successive heavy spells of rainfall Oct-Nov 2000

Rainfall totals for ON2000 were 2-3x 1961-90 average 

over England & Wales

Events consistent with potential 

effects of climate change, but not 

directly attributed to climate 

change

CEH & Met Office (2001), Hall et 

al. (2005, DOI: 10.1007/s10584-

005-2527-9)

Increased chance of occurrence of 

the observed high flows in an 

industrial climate demonstrates 

attribution to historical GHG 

emissions (Kay et al., 2011, 

DOI:10.1016/j.jhydrol.2011.06.0

06)

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/33451979.pdf

Phase 1: September 2000, localised urban flooding.

Phase 2: From 9-12 October 2000, flooding in S.E. England.

Phase 3: From 29-20 October 2000, nationwide, river flooding lasting 

into November and early December.

Phase 4: December 2000 - Spring 2001, sustained groundwater 

flooding especially in S. England.

Rainfall accumulations over Oct-Nov estimates at 

1/200 AEP or worse (less likely)

Embedded shorter rainfall extremes of 1/100 AEP 

or worse across E&W.

Kay et al. (2011, 

DOI:10.1016/j.jhydrol.2011.06.006) Table 5:

1-day peak flows, 3 months OND2000, 

Increased chance of occurrence conditional on 

historical GHG emissions, average over 4 river 

basins per region:

- N.E. England +113%

- S.E. England +50% 

Environment 

Agency flow 

gauges

Met Office rainfall

climateprediction.net citizen climate 

modelling platform

Models used in climate change 

attribution studies: PDM, 

CLASSIC, HadAM3

Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, The 2000/01 Floods - A 

Hydrological Appraisal

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/33451979.pdf

Synoptic charts: 

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/binaries/content/assets/metofficegovuk/pdf/weather/learn-

about/uk-past-events/interesting/2000/the-wet-autumn-of-2000---met-office.pdf

The Environment Agency’s preliminary assessment of flood locations 

suggests that approximately 28% of flooding problems were due to 

overtopping, outflanking or failure of defences. (Environment Agency, 

March 2001, Lessons Learned: Autumn 2000 Floods, ISBN 1857055063)

~ 10k properties flooded at > 700 locations

Total costs ~1 bn financial (insurance claims)

Some places flooded 2-5 x over the year

Information available during or soon 

after the event

Information added over the following 

years 

Future update taking advantage of 
recent methodological advances

Total economic cost of the event can be re-
evaluated using methodology and data that was not 
available at the time, being developed after floods 
in 2007, 2013-14 and 2015-16 
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/floo
ds-of-winter-2015-to-2016-estimating-the-costs)

Figure 4: An instance of the data hypercube populated with information about a specific flood

event, in this case the flooding that happened in the Autumn and Winter of 2000 in the UK.

model structure. This in turn opens up the potential for developing novel methods for gathering

quantitative and qualitative data. Solving data consolidation challenges to manage a wide variety

of data is one step towards reducing uncertainty and building a more detailed appreciation of flood

risk, but, for this to have the greatest outcome, people must be engaged in contributing their data

and experiential knowledge (Edwards et al., 2017). Data science methods such as data mining or

machine learning can also be used to mine data from alternative sources such as documents or from

social media.

Bringing together these data sources also exposes gaps and reveals opportunities for reducing

the fuzziness (caused by spatial gaps, gaps in the hazard data in the probability domain as well as

gaps in quality) using alternative data sources. However, it is essential that inconsistencies within

the combined data are made visible.

3.6 Decorating data with meta-data to support semantic reasoning

When models and heterogeneous data are integrated, it is critical that people can track the prove-

nance of individual data streams due to the variation in data collection methods, model assumptions,

technologies and techniques, spatial resolution, age of the data, and general quality of the data.

This can be addressed by retaining and enhancing metadata (information about the data itself)

to expose uncertainty within decision making. Semantic web technologies allow us to establish links
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between data sets which are not only understood by humans but also by machines; this notion

allows us to efficiently query across a large number of heterogeneous data sets, at different spatial

and temporal scales. Ontologies are powerful data models that can represent an aspect of a domain,

with metadata surrounding the domain used to enrich the data. The ontology not only represents

a schema of the different domain concepts, but it also has a reasoning capability which can be used

to infer new knowledge based on the existing knowledge created in the ontology. This approach

also goes significantly beyond supporting provenance, allowing arbitrary semantic reasoning about

the domain.

In our proposed approach, semantic triples are used to describe the ontological relationships in

terms of a subject-object and predicate, an example is given in Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows how

these semantic triples form a ontology that can be reasoned over. The ontology developed for our

hypercube approach is based on the Environmental Impact Ontology (Garrido and Requena, 2011).

Although the discussion in Sections 3.5 and 3.6 has primarily focussed on data, models can also be

semantically enriched, for example including information on the computational hardware and date

for which the model was run.

Figure 5: The subject-predicate-object structure of a semantic triple.

Figure 6: Diagram to show the relational structure of items within an ontology.

3.7 The use of data science methods to extract meaning from complex data

Through integrated data and making it easily queryable, we can then start to think about gaining

a greater understanding of both the qualitative and quantitative data sets that are available. Data

science allows us to extract meaning from complex data sets. This is a fast moving field, drawing
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principles and techniques from a number of different disciplinary areas including computer science,

statistics and complexity science (Dhar, 2013; Provost and Fawcett, 2013).

We argue that FRM in particular has a lot to gain from innovations in the data science literature,

with techniques emerging to aid sense making and reasoning based on the complex web of data

alluded to above. This offers the opportunity to complement the rich array of process models

emanating from engineering and physical or social sciences with an equally rich set of data-driven

models (Blair et al., 2019a). Methods are often not easily accessible and require expert knowledge

and support from data scientists/statisticians. Therefore, there should be more of a focus on making

all of the models open, easily integrated and reproducible in support of more transparent decision

making. We firmly believe that such an approach offers rich scope for innovation in support of

FRM.

3.8 Decision making from these different data sources

Once the data has been integrated and analysed, the next step is to support arbitrary investigations,

for example through queries over this data to meet the needs of different stakeholders and, more

generally, perspectives on the data. This represents the ability to take arbitrary slices through the

hypercube. This is important for example to enable the exploration of specific places or events,

using a multitude of models to test hypotheses from the perspective of multiple users with different

concerns. This increases the value of the data because it can be utilised by far more decision makers

to ask questions about flood risk that are specifically tailored to their needs and concerns, in ways

that have not been previously possible without substantial investment for bespoke and time-limited

structures.

These arbitrary slices can also be a collection of models and data, which can be combined

together to form a scenario. Scenario analysis has a crucial role to play in supporting decision

making around FRM (Harvey et al., 2012). In our context, we define a scenario as a data-driven

investigation by a given stakeholder or stakeholders, typically in support of a given FRM decision,

for example an investment in appropriate defences or natural flood management schemes. Scenarios

effectively become first class entities in the underlying hypercube, and previous scenarios can be

discovered as with any other data, and used to inform or inspire future scenario-based investigations.

A (national) scenario library would effectively negate organisational data silos and instead move

towards integrated analyses in the cloud. This in turn would support novel data combinations

providing a much richer picture of flood risk and potentially reducing uncertainty (Uusitalo et al.,

2015).
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4 How the data-driven approach can support flood risk manage-

ment decisions: An illustrative example based on real data and

the storyboard approach

The proposed hypercube approach is illustrated through the creation of a notebook to better under-

stand and query the flood risk to a particular area. An integrated flood risk analysis is undertaken

for this area and the benefits of adopting a notebook based approach along with the integration

of semantic web technologies. The hope is that the proposed hypercube approach empowers stake-

holders to make better use of existing information in FRM decisions by integrating data, models

and documents to enable queries on a single platform. In this section, we illustrate how these aspi-

rations can be met through a specific case study from the East Midlands, UK, and an agile-inspired

storyboard narrative.

4.1 East Midlands Communities at Risk data set

The research was carried out in the context of an Environment Agency initiative known as East

Midlands Communities at Risk (Environment Agency, 2018a). The goal of the work was to bring

together very large volumes of process-based model data sets (80 detailed hydraulic river models

and 1000s kms of more generalised broad-scale models). These models are typically of the kind used

to produce the national Flood Maps. This data was linked with flood levels predicted at 150,000

individual properties (some with topographic surveys of threshold elevations, i.e., the precise level

at which water would start to flood the building) and 200 local river gauges (Figure 7). Combing

these data sets helps to understand the risk profiles of the different properties under a number

different scenarios and mitigation strategies.

One of the features of the ’East Midlands Communities at Risk’ was its incorporation of different

data types and qualities (detailed/generalised model; presence or absence of threshold survey; date

and currency of topographic survey data).

The organisation of this data required a lot of experience and effort to be converted into an

appropriate format. The work also produced a suite of interactive maps (Hankin et al., 2017)

to visualise how properties may be impacted based on the reading at the community gauge. The

process-based models and their outputs consist of a large amount of data, but the process of deriving

level-to-level relationships form this information based on geospatial queries enables this information

to be condensed into a much smaller data volume because only a part of each model domain or

simulation will be important in determining each level-to-level curve. The process-based models

embody physical data including topography and drainage network layout. It is recognised that

in reality there could be multiple physical variables that determine the flood hazard at a specific

location (e.g. upstream flow, downstream water level, position of flood gates). In general, the

approach demonstrated here supports such many-to-one mappings, although here we have illustrated
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only the simplest 1:1 (level-to-level) cases.

Figure 7: The figure shows the relationship between the severity of an event (recorded as return

period) against the associated damage for a particular property. The blue circular points represent

the return periods for which the flood inundation model was run and the blue line is interpolated. It

is computationally intensive therefore prohibitively expensive to model values for every flood plain

level, so models are generally run for specified values. The figure shows that property levels can be

interpolated by amalgamating results of model runs.

The work adopts an integrated risk assessment approach involving a source-pathway-receptor

model. The team and partners were keen to investigate how a datacentric approach might bring

in additional sources of data, reveal new data science techniques and create more flexible ways

of interrogating and working with the ’East Midlands Communities at Risk’ data and associated

analyses methods.

4.2 Expected annual damage

In our demonstration of the hypercube approach we adopt the definition of expected annual damage

that is derived from the source-pathway-receptor approach for integrated risk assessment (Shaw

et al., 2010).

Expected Annual Damage (EAD, the area under the impact versus probability curve) is a

commonly-used estimate of the long term annual average damages from flooding. It can contribute

to the understanding of flood risk, and is important in economic appraisal of the cost-efficiency of

FRM proposals. Other social and economic factors may be considered in appraisal, such as the

distribution of risk with respect to different social groups, and our approach could generalise to

include them. The hypercube approach not only allows the EAD to be calculated for a number of
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variables of interest to flood risk managers, but also enables the models used in this calculation and

their associated uncertainties to be retrieved (Hall et al., 2003).

Although the estimate of EAD is typically presented as a single number it is the product of

a number of different models with differing assumptions. These assumptions are not normally

apparent but the hypercube approach is designed to make them visible (Metin et al., 2018).

The EAD should ideally integrate over all possible values of the hazard as well as multiple states

of the flood defence (see Figure 7). However, this is computationally expensive as a costly flood

inundation model is run for each of the combinations of the hazard and state of the flood defence.

Consequently, for most studies, the model is only run for a finite number of events. Further assump-

tions are made including the spatial resolution of the inundation models. These simplifications to

the estimates of the damage make the problem tractable but induce further uncertainty.

A key result of the discretisation of the relationship between the severity of the event and the

associated damage is that the onset of flooding is unknown. In an ideal world, the exact return

period for which damages start to be incurred would be known, to understand this further we can

think of the calculation of EAD in Figure 8 for a single property as being

EAD =

∫ Rpmax

Rpmin

D(Rp)dRp = 0 +

∫ Rpmax

Rp∗

D(Rp)dRp,

where D is the damage function evaluated at a particular return period (Rp) with Rpmin and Rpmax

are the minimum and maximum return periods for which the damage function was estimated. The

damage function is zero up and until the onset of flooding, which has the associated return period

Rp∗. The return period Rp∗ itself is unknown as the damage function is only evaluated at a

finite number of return periods. A typical assumption would be to assume that flooding occurs

somewhere between when the model runs estimate zero damage to non-zero damage (midpoint

assumption) with associated return period Rpmid
∗ . The return period Rp∗ can also be bound as

follows, Rppes∗ < Rp∗ < Rpopt∗ , we refer to these bounds as being the pessimistic and optimistic cases

for when the first observation of estimated damage occurs. The pessimistic case Rppes∗ assumes that

the damage occurs after the final estimate of zero damage. Whereas, the optimistic case Rpopt∗

assumes that damages occur just before the first estimate non-zero of non-zero damage.

The expected annual damage calculations in Figure 8 show that different assumptions about

the onset of flooding cause a variation of 300 GBP in the estimate of expected annual damage.

This estimate of expected annual damage is only for a single property but the impacts of the

different assumptions for the onset of flooding can propagate through the calculations of risk and

impact. Further simulations can narrow down this window to determine a more accurate estimate

of the onset of flooding. These assumptions mean that the likelihood of flooding occurring could

be underestimated or that the estimate of damage may be under or over estimated. It is therefore

key to expose this uncertainty to make sure that decisions are as well informed as possible.
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Assumption EAD (£)

Optimistic Rpopt 651.26

Midpoint Rpmis 741.58

PessimisticRppes 990.10

Figure 8: Left: The relationship between the severity of an event (recorded as return period)

against the associated damage for a particular property (estimated in sterling). The circular points

represent the return periods for which the flood inundation was run. The red line shows the

midpoint assumption, the black (blue) shows the pessimistic (optimistic) assumption about the

onset of flooding. Right: Estimates of expected annual damage for the return period damage curve

calculated for each of the onset of flooding assumptions.

Other sources of data can also provide valuable additional information in calculating the EAD,

for example real time flood levels can be used to produce real time estimates of damage. Combining

these data sources would allow for real time warnings for properties or areas that are now in a

higher risk category of flooding. Furthermore, other unstructured sources of data such as news

reports should be retrieved to provide a richer picture of flood risk and determine whether models

are now out of date. With the examples given here, we aim to illustrate how different sources of

uncertainty can be exposed, building towards a shared understanding of the quality of evidence

about flood risk. This is not a static view of uncertainty, but rather one in which new information

can be incorporated, as illustrated in the flood event data object illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

Overall, the idea is to enhance confidence in a decision process, rather than to validate or assess

uncertainty in specific flood risk data sets.

4.3 Estimates of expected annual damage for Newark

Focusing on Newark, we are able to retrieve estimates of expected annual damage with example

output shown in Figure 9. The existing estimates of expected annual damage are retrieved from the

Communities at Risk data set as well as the estimates with the different assumptions of the onset

of flooding.

This is also presented in tabular form as if all of the properties in Newark were protected by a
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flood defence up to a certain level. This allows the end user to gain a quick understanding of the

potential impact of future flood schemes and the levels of protection that are economically viable.

Another key aspect of Figure 9 is how the expected annual damage estimates are broken down

according to flood warning areas associated with different gauging stations within the Newark area.

This clearly shows that the economic risk in terms of EAD differs between different locations, which

may influence the prioritisation of future flood defences and this information can also be visualised

spatially and can be displayed at an individual property level. Finally, information about existing

flood defence schemes can also be viewed. In Figure 9, we have provided a small snapshot of

information about a (hypothetical) proposed flood defence scheme.

Figure 9: Estimated expected annual damages with associated metadata for Newark-on-Trent from

the flood risk demonstrator. The expected annual damage has been broken down by gauging stations

with information also provided on proposed flood defence schemes.
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4.4 Incorporating unstructured data

Utilising the ideas given in Sections 3.5 allows us to incorporate additional sources of information

from different unstructured sources. To illustrate this concept, we focus on Section 19 Reports,

which are flood investigation reports produced by the Risk Management Authorities (including

Local Authorities and the Environment Agency) in the UK in response to flood events. They

are unstructured documents, often stored as PDF files, but there is no data model to support

the extraction of key information. They do though contain rich qualitative and quantitative data

collected from stakeholders post-flood, including information such as the severity of the event,

depth of inundation, the locations that were flooded and the demand on the emergency services.

Natural Language Processes (NLP) (Bird et al., 2009; Chowdhury, 2003) techniques are used to

extract meaning from unstructured data such as these reports. These processed data are stored

using a semantic structure that references domain concepts, enabling links to be made with existing

structured data (as shown in Figure 6). This integration is done at the metadata level, where the

data atoms are represented by domain concepts that are linked through the ontological schema.

Note that the techniques deployed focus mainly on objectively extracting raw information, and

there is no inference from this data given the levels of uncertainty this can introduce; any inference

is in higher levels of the architecture where the assumptions and methods used can be explicit

(recorded in notebooks). More details of this integration can be found in Nundloll et al. (2020).

The estimates of damage from these Section 19 reports could be included as an extra point on

the depth-damage curve in Figure 7. In many cases, the estimates of damage and the severity of

the event may also be uncertain. This uncertainty could also be captured in any calculation of

expected annual damage. In some cases combining this new event information with the existing

output from the hydraulic model may visualise potential inconsistencies. Such information should

be readily available to any end user to help ensure that existing data and models used to support

FRM decisions can be updated or reinterpreted appropriately to take account of subsequent events.

Figure 10 shows an example for Colwick through accessing information from a news report to

determine the area the event has affected. This additional information has been combined with

the Communities at Risk data set to update the estimate of expected annual damage, therefore

reducing the estimated damage to this particular property.

4.5 Evaluation of the hypercube approach

The notebook based approach allows us to easily query and understand the value of the data avail-

able and ultimately expose those parts of the hypercube where data are scarce. This section also

has shown that our approach enables flood risk managers to carry out risk assessments and obtain

estimates of expected annual damage. In addition, the notebook based approach can incorporate

additional sources of unstructured information. These extra sources of information provide con-

textual information and allow the ability to query in a more flexible and responsive manner than
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Figure 10: Incorporating unstructured data from a news report about Colwick into the estimates of

expected annual damage. The plot shows the updated depth damage for a property that has been

affected by this new event.

existing flood risk software tools.

When this is applied to the characters in our storyboard we find that Alicia can assess the

relative strengths and weaknesses of different modelling assumptions in the estimation of flood risk.

With this knowledge Alicia is now able to select the most appropriate models for the analysis of

flood risk in Newark.

Bashir is able to quickly visualise and understand the impact of possible future decisions to

mitigate against flood risk. As the hypercube approach has the capacity to integrate data sources

that were previously excluded from this kind of risk assessment, Bashir not only has a richer picture

of flooding but is able to be responsive to local residents, who may feel that their input has not

traditionally been included in decision making processes.

In order to further assess the viability of the hypercube approach, we assess whether the visions
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for the sector (as discussed in Section 3) are illustrated by the hypercube approach. This evaluation

is shown in Table 2, for a number of visions the hypercube approach has provided clear benefits,

however further research is required to address all of the visions and associated challenges to fully

accommodate a data-centric approach for FRM.

Vision Evidence

Integrating heterogeneous data through

cloud computing

The development of an ontology has provided a means of connecting structured

and unstructured data sources enabling systematic queries across disparate

data sets. The development of the ontology also allows for new data to be

incorporated as and when they become available. An extension would be to

enable reasoning using the existing knowledge in the ontology to infer new

knowledge as well as rerunning models to account for these new observations.

Incorporating new sources of data The flood risk analysis for Newark-on-Trent has utilised both qualitative and

quantitative data, which typically is not available as part of a standard flood

risk analysis. Further development is needed to process and support real time

information from social media sources such as Twitter.

Tracking provenance through enhanced

metadata

The use of semantic web technologies and the development of an ontology has

meant that any notebook query is able to return the relevant data as well as

the associated metadata. Users can choose the level of detail and amount of

metadata that is returned.

Embracing the peculiarities of place The Newark case study shows that the hypercube approach can be used to

understand place at a variety of scales from fine grain property level returns,

needed by the insurance industry to regional overviews, needed for long term

infrastructure planning.

Multi-perspective data queries Separate notebooks have been developed to cater to the differing needs and

requirements of Alicia and Bashir. These notebooks can be extended to cap-

ture varying needs of the large number of stakeholders who have an interest

in flood risk. More research is needed to adapt the design of the notebook

interface for use amongst non-specialist audiences.

Embracing data science Natural language processing techniques have been used to extract data from

unstructured data, in particular Section 19 reports. The notebook provides

a basis for developing and supporting other data science techniques, however

this is not possible in the current version of the notebook.

Supporting scenario libraries The notebook approach has shown that a number of different scenarios can be

stored and queried from different perspectives. The benefit of the notebook

approach is that these queries can be stored and rerun when more data are

incorporated into the notebook. This idea provides a basis for a number of

different scenarios to be considered and reasoned over. This could result in

the ability to determine where the largest gaps in the data exist and the best

way to fill them to reduce this uncertainty.

Table 2: Relating the outputs of the hypercube approach to the visions for the flood risk management

sector as discussed in Section 3.
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5 Overall Evaluation

This section presents our overall evaluation including our main findings including limitations, chal-

lenges and future work.

The most significant finding from the research is the success of the agile methodology in explor-

ing potential digital futures for FRM. Our experience is that agile is already familiar to software

development teams working in the flood management industry. Here, we moved away from a focus

purely on software development, and applied agile principles to enable participatory research on

FRM and digital technologies. The approach was successful in drawing in stakeholders to the point

they were an intrinsic part of the team (contrast this to a more traditional approach that would

create an inevitable separation between the development team and the users). The methodology

also encouraged cross-disciplinary dialogue where different perspectives were shared (contrast this

with the traditional approach that inevitably emphasises the role of the software developer). Fi-

nally, the approach allowed us to investigate potential futures that could not be perceived by any

one constituent group, allowing us to iterate towards something that is both exciting; meeting the

needs of the community and its various participants; and also is technically feasible.

It should be noted that the agile methodology has limitations as it requires concerted commit-

ment by stakeholders to ensure the demonstrator reflects the needs of the community. This requires

frequent input that has to be accounted for financially. Different stakeholders may have different

priorities that require negotiation during the development process.

A second significant finding is the potential importance of notebook technology in support of more

open and transparent science. Notebooks effectively allow experiments and analyses to be docu-

mented, including documentation of assumptions. Importantly, code, documentation and outputs

are tied together, and in a way that is immediately reproducible.

The third important finding is that contemporary cloud computing technologies have real poten-

tial to support the next generation of FRM systems (Simm et al., 2018). Cloud computing is fast

becoming a mature area and the benefits in terms of open and collaborative science are already well

known3. Within the FRM industry, cloud technology has already been applied for the flexibility

it offers in providing access to computing resource for data- and processing-intensive tasks. Cloud

computing is also now populated with a range of exciting new services and our exploration has

shown that such services can usefully be combined to support a data-centric approach for FRM.

In particular, we effectively combined cloud storage services and semantic web technologies to con-

struct a pilot hypercube, and this was readily extended with natural language processing services

to mine data from unstructured reports. Importantly, such services have been designed to scale

to massive data-sets, and our experiments have also indicated that they can readily accommodate

highly heterogeneous and inter-linked data-sets. However, the limits of this have not yet been tested

for an operational FRM system (Blair et al., 2019b).

3http://www.evo-uk.org/
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Both notebook and cloud computing technologies require particular skill sets that may not be

widely available to organisations that would benefit from this approach. Without the availability of

these skills, the demonstrator is limited to the small group of users, who understand and trust the

architecture and have the capacity to incorporate new sources of data. The next phase in this work

should include research into the dissemination of the necessary skills to enable widespread adoption

of the hypercube approach.

The research also highlighted a number of areas requiring further attention. The biggest research

challenge as we see it is to bring together effectively a data-centric approach to FRM with the large

legacy of process models around hydrology and flooding more generally. For this to be made possible,

data has to be made open and accessible, though this has security and data ownership implications.

There is also a need to investigate the generality and transferability of the approach. The current

approach is designed to be extensible within the area of FRM. The underlying technology should

readily accommodate additional dimensions of the hypercube and associated additional data sources.

The approach should also scale to much larger instantiations of a hypercube as this is a key property

of the cloud technologies adopted. We also see real opportunities in extending the hypercube beyond

flood risk data to other aspects of environmental ecosystems to allow studies (DEFRA, 2018), etc.

Note that this has implications in terms of our methodology. Incremental changes and extensions

can be made through the normal iterative cycles inherent in the agile approach, whereas larger

changes such as embracing other environmental concerns would inevitably mean revising the whole

methodological cycle from initial workshop through creating storyboards to iterative development.

6 Conclusion

This paper has explored how to take advantage of the increasing amounts of data available to

support FRM of the future. In particular, the paper has explored technological support for such a

data-centric approach, seeking insights into software architecture principles and techniques building

on the promise of cloud computing. The paper has identified a series of existing technologies

which, when combined, readily meet our requirements. These include techniques for underlying

data storage, semantic enrichment of this data, and mechanisms to query this data, including spatial

dimensions of this data. Such an approach also helps to identify the veracity of data and to highlight

missing data and inconsistencies, crucial in supporting risk management. Notebook technologies

also proved to be successful in terms of supporting openness, transparency and reproducibility. The

agile methodology proved to be crucial in supporting effective collaboration.

Ongoing research is investigating how to marry a more data-centric approach to the important

legacy of process models. Finally, we are developing more robust and complete open source demon-

strators of the proposed technological approach with a view of influencing future generations of

FRM architectures both in the UK and elsewhere.
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